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Key Takeaways
AD&D And The Business Have A Disconnect
aD&D teams and business leaders often have 
different views of business value. recognizing this 
disconnect is the first step to coming together.

Different Stakeholders Measure “Value” 
Differently
each stakeholder uses different metrics, yet you 
often need to understand all of them to create a 
complete picture of the value you’re delivering to 
the business and customers.

With The right Metrics, You Can Stay on Track
no single metric can track value for each 
stakeholder, but with the right combination of 
metrics, aD&D teams can ensure that they are 
collectively working toward common goals that 
equate to value for the business and customers.

Why read This report
software organizations grapple with the concept 
of business value, but they can’t quite pin it down. 
stakeholders from business, product, application 
development, and operations have different 
conceptions of business value; it’s no wonder 
there’s confusion. application development and 
delivery (aD&D) leaders should read this report 
to understand how to define, measure, and track 
business value from different points of view — and 
ensure that developers deliver meaningful value 
for the business and its customers.
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There’s a Disconnect Between aD&D Metrics and Business value

Traditional firms isolate the technology organization from the broader business. The traditional iT model 
suited a world in which competitors and customers were stable and predictable. Business cases for 
tech improvements reflected this supporting-actor role: Technology spending aimed at lower costs, 
improved efficiency, and better quality.

firms that continue to operate in this way aren’t equipped for the multiple transformations required as 
digital disruptors arrive in their market. That’s because today’s customers expect you to offer products 
and services as complete digital solutions that engage them via multiple touchpoints, including web, 
mobile, wearables, in-store, and in-car. But aD&D teams often lose their way as they strive to deliver 
these multifaceted applications because they don’t have a clear view of the business objectives that 
their development efforts are meant to achieve. aD&D teams are distracted from focusing on business 
value because:

 › Traditional funding focuses on costs, not value. software development is too often a cost center, 
focused on savings and efficiency, rather than a source of new revenue and innovation. one global 
defense company’s aD&D teams found themselves focusing on how quickly and cheaply they 
could build applications. The result? Hundreds of new apps to maintain, soaking up developers’ 
time and the company’s money. our survey of global software decision makers reflects friction 
between them and business leaders: They cite “budget” as their firm’s second-biggest challenge 
when orchestrating its software strategy and “lack of alignment between iT and business” as their 
fourth-biggest challenge.1

 › Agile development clashes with fixed budget practices. executives who fund projects based on 
predictable returns on investment will often butt heads with new development methodologies like 
agile that focus on iteration and gradual innovation rather than extensive upfront planning. Without 
a steady flow of continuous funding, software development gets broken up into discrete projects 
that don’t fully deliver their expected value.2

 › They are guessing at what features to prioritize. Pendo’s feature adoption report shows that 
companies spent $29.5 billion in 2018 on software features that are rarely or never used; it also 
found that 12% of features drive 80% of average daily app usage.3 Why is there such a big 
mismatch? Many aD&D teams struggle to choose the next improvement or feature. Too often, they 
guess at what would be best, favoring “gut feeling” over a data-driven approach. Companies are 
even misappropriating agile terminology and a “fail fast” approach to justify their lack of discipline 
when picking which initiatives to tackle. When the vP of digital at an employee credit union joined, 
their team was working on building an alexa skill: The vP wondered “Why are we doing that?” as 
an alexa skill didn’t add much value for the credit union’s customers.
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 › A focus on delivery metrics alone misses the big picture. Many aD&D teams are still goaled 
on the number of features they put into production, the number of tickets they remediate, or the 
number of bugs they repair. However, such delivery metrics ignore the customer experience, which 
is where software’s value is realized. if anything, these metrics encourage teams to deliver more 
and more software, filling up their pipeline without thinking about what the software will actually do.

aD&D Pros: speak your stakeholders’ Language To foster alignment

Companies that have linked aD&D effort and business value apply a number of different metrics that 
cut across an organization to ensure multiple stakeholders are represented. it’s important to measure 
and translate software performance measures into metrics your stakeholders understand.

 › Business stakeholders desire financial metrics. Prospective investors in public companies 
rely on financial information to determine where to place their bets. Product planners and aD&D 
teams should adopt the same mindset when considering where to invest their time and energy: 
Which financial metrics will improve as a result? some, like measuring impact on revenue, are 
straightforward. united airlines’ development teams created upsell features for its ticket-booking 
app: They could measure the incremental revenue from this feature because it was discrete from 
the rest of the experience. in other cases, aD&D teams will look at financial impacts like the 
value of abandoned orders in shopping carts or web traffic metrics that influence price. ryanair 
monitored its app to flag increased booking traffic for certain flights; this information allowed the 
business to raise the price for those high-demand dates and routes.

 › Product management measures value in customers’ terms. Customer satisfaction should be 
top of mind for aD&D teams, as improving customer experience and customer loyalty leads to 
more revenue.4 Dewayne nixon, senior vP, product management and development at Primerica, 
described measuring customer value as, “Taking business value and translating it into the 
customers’ language and context.” We’ve identified four types of customer value: economic, 
functional, experiential, and symbolic value.5 Many companies start by analyzing customers’ 
experiences through monitoring their behavior. Monitoring tools like Pendo help them understand 
what parts of their websites are the most highly trafficked: This helps aD&D teams focus on the 
website components that are most frequently used and identify features that go unused and aren’t 
delivering value. Many firms also use customer panels, surveys, and interviews to determine 
metrics like nPs, satisfaction, and sentiment.6

 › AD&D teams can’t lose sight of productivity and efficiency. aD&D leaders often have trouble 
communicating the value of modern software delivery, but if developers can decrease turnaround 
times for features, shorten cycle times, and improve quality, this will directly impact the bottom 
line. While working on an old platform at Citizens Bank, developers were wasting time performing 
maintenance and bringing the unreliable system back online. after updating this system, the team 
had a stable and efficient base to operate from; it now operates 7x to 10x faster than it did before. 
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This type of efficiency improvement isn’t always about cost cutting: as Marc Perna, iT fellow 
and architect at raytheon, stated, it’s about “being able to apply freed-up resources to the next-
hardest problem.”

The right Metrics Give You A Better Chance of Staying on Track

Critical to demonstrating value to multiple stakeholders is capturing useful metrics that correlate to the 
various types of value delivered. Teams that successfully connect software effort with business value 
start by incorporating elements of product management into the aD&D team.7 But they don’t stop 
there: They establish metrics that help these teams measure their progress against both technical and 
business goals (see figure 1). Typically, they:

 › Capture metrics that tie engineering efforts to business value. software development is a 
creative job at heart, but some businesses try to measure their aD&D teams as they would a sales 
team. But while a sales team has a clear goal of bringing in more dollars, what is the goal of the 
aD&D team? Can we tie a pure revenue number to software? The answer is likely “no.” instead, 
create metrics and KPis that relate to business value, such as an airline using “seats booked per 
minute,” to complement other performance metrics. When aD&D teams arm themselves with 
data that the business cares about, they have an easier time justifying their efforts, such as those 
directed at continuous improvement.

Primerica integrated a new metric of “percentage of fees paid electronically” into a new fee-
processing system early on in the project, allowing it to tie business value metrics directly to the 
work of the dev team. The aD&D team selected that metric after working closely with its business 
partners to better understand their business objectives and goals, allowing it to secure the funding 
needed to execute the work and build stronger relationships.

 › Look to business metrics to kill bad initiatives early. Measuring business value does more 
than measure the success of your software efforts; it helps you avoid wasting time and money on 
experiences or capabilities that users don’t need or want. aD&D teams that don’t measure value 
often waste effort on money-pit projects. one client told us of a past job where a single project 
changed direction five times and reverted to the original plan twice. To top it off, the final product 
delivered only half of the functionality originally hoped for. By specifically identifying the expected 
business value at the start of a project, aD&D teams get better at recognizing when cost overruns 
have gone too far and they should stop investing in an improvement that is going to deliver less 
value than expected.

 › Use objectives and key results (oKrs) to create cross-discipline team accountability. oKrs 
are the primary business objectives that the business expects from its aD&D efforts; they provide 
aD&D teams with very clear targets.8 This focus on business value creates an accountability loop, 
as each member of the team can use it as a metric to see if they have met delivery expectations. 
eric robertson, vP of product management and engineering at Collabnet versionone, summed 
this up nicely: “it’s about all of us being accountable for software-related activities . . . [our] 
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customers feel that oKrs can be that common thread to help all the teams improve — from the 
strategic corporate business teams to the cross-discipline foundational software delivery teams.” 
using data from inflight activities across many workstreams encourages fast-fix continuous 
improvement and pivot-ready collaborative teams that can adapt to internal and external changes.

fIGUre 1 use oKrs and KPis To Track Progress and Measure Customer and Business value

Increased
customer

lifetime value

Reduce customer churn
from 25% to 10%

Product

• Higher NPS

• Higher CX 
Index

Operations

• Higher 
availability

• Lower time-to- 
restore-service

Dev

• Lower PLT

• Lower MTTR

Business value 
measure

Product OKRs that 
feed into business 
value

KPIs that track 
progress toward 
OKRs

recommendations

use value streams, oKrs, and experiments To find The Best Metrics

selecting the right metrics to measure business value requires practice, iterative processes, and an 
openness to not getting it right the first time. aD&D teams and their business stakeholders should 
collaboratively track a variety of process, customer, and business metrics to see how they reflect the 
overall goals of the business — and be willing to refine and replace metrics that don’t offer the desired 
insight. Crucially, they must:
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 › Adopt a product-centric value stream approach. The first step to measuring business value 
requires aD&D teams and businesses to change their view of software development — from a cost 
center to a vehicle for innovation and differentiation. Breaking down the walls that separate the 
business from technology is a great beginning. Do this by splitting your software into products and 
assigning long-lived teams to manage their growth and evolution. These products fall into higher-
level value streams that connect the organization together in delivering business value.9 using a 
value stream management approach, nationwide was able to shrink its time-to-value by 10% year 
over year by building products that met minimum viable standards, allowing teams to measure the 
value delivered and iterating where needed.

 › Investigate value stream management tools. once teams have aligned around products, they 
can start thinking about what they are looking to get out of those products using oKrs.10 some 
agile planning and management tools like Collabnet versionone are rallying around this approach, 
allowing teams to select oKrs and focus on goals that fit into a corporate strategy.

 › experiment with real users. Many of our interviewees achieved success via a strategy of 
experimentation. Working with their product teams, business leaders created a hypothesis about 
which features would resonate most with their customers and at the same time satisfy a key 
business objective. These experiments ranged from small user interface modifications to larger 
changes like new workflows. in each case, this approach forced these teams to scale down the 
level of changes to a workable scope that could be delivered in a short amount of time, such as 
90 days.11 at Progressive, developers try to a/B test every new feature, even ai challenger models: 
They collect data to see if the new ai model is more effective at increasing their website’s funnel 
metrics, such as start-to-finish and quote-to-buy ratios.
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